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A linear array can detect a plane wave signal at a wrong bearing if the signal wavelengthsare shorter
than twice the distancebetweenthe closestadjacentsensors.
•This penomenon,called spatial aliasing,is
most pronouncedwhen the bearingis near endfire. This paper presentsa method for correctingspatial
aliasing of broadbandsignalsusing the frequency-wavenumber
approachto array processing.Also
presentedis is a methodfor averagingthe oy-• Fourier coefficientsthat will givea more accuratebearing
estimatorthan the methodpresentedby Clay, Hinich, and Shaman[J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 53, 1161-1166
(1973)]. The methodsdiscussedin this paper can be used for a sparseunequallyspacedarray which is
detectinga dispersivesignal.
PACS

numbers:

43.60.Gk

if d < X0/2, but this may notbe possiblein applications

INTRODUCTION

The rule for avoiding aliasing in spectral analysis is
well known by now. The sampling inteval must be less
than one half the smallest period. There is a spatial
analog in array theory to the time aliasing problem. In
order to simplify the exposition I will begin with the
simplest wave model using complex variable notation.

It is possible to dealias the data for a broadband signal using the sample frequency-wavenumber spectrum.
Let me briefly review this mathematical equivalent of

beamforming.4

Let ½(t,x) denote the noise field observed at time t
and position x. Suppose that a sensor located at x detects a single-frequency plane wave plus noise,

p(t, x) =A expiooo[t
- (x/c) cosO]+
½(t,x) ,

where the signal is broadband and 0 is near 0 ø or 180ø.
In many applications, the higher-frequency components
of the signal are aliaseal when the source is near endfire.

(1)

I.

FREQUENCY-WAVENUMBER

BROADBAND

ANALYSIS

FOR

SIGNALS

Suppose that each sensor channel is simultaneously

where c is the phase velocity, 0 is the direction of propagation of the wave with respect to the x axis, and A is
the complex amplitude of the wave. The frequency in

eter 6 is the sampling interval, and let T = N6 denote the
sampling period. Consider the time-space Fourier

hertz is f0 TM
Wo/2•r.

transform

sampled at times tj =j6, j =0, 1, ...,

M-1

Delay-and-sum filtering {beamforming) is the method
widely used to estimate the direction of the signal,
provided that the waveguide is essentially nondispersive

in the region aboutthe array. z Delaysfor eachsensor
channel are computed for an assumed direction, the
signals are delayed and summed, and the sum is squared
and integrated over the duration of the observation period. The search method is equivalent to steering the array in the direction which maximizes the energy in the
main

beam.

N-1

1

P(w,
K)=•-• • • p(tj,
x=)
exp[i(Kx=
- oot•)],
(2)
m=O

1=0

where x= is the position of the ruth sensor in an M element linear array. Counting from zero is a convention
used to simplify the Fourier transform mathematics.

Let S•(w) denotethe power spectrum of the noise, and

assumeit is spatiallyincoherent.ThenS•(w)=lims.•N'z
j=0 ( (tj,xm)
x I•/*'t
exp(-iwtl)l•'ß Thenormalized
sample

frequency-wavenumber

In order to explain spatial aliasing,

N- 1. The param-

spectrum is

consider a two

element array whose sensors are d m apart. a Using

beamforming,
thebearingestimateis arccos{cd'Za),
where a is the delay of one channel which maximizes

the correlation between the channels.a But from {1) it
follows that the correlation of the two signals is maxi-

This spectrumhas a peakof 1.41
•' at w= % and
X0)cos0againsta background
of order (MN)'t S,(wo)
when MN is large.

(See Fig. 1.)

Assuming that the noise field is Gaussian, Hinich,

and

mized by any oneof the followingdelays' a, = {d/c)cos0
+ (nifo)for n = 0, ñ 1, ñ 2, ....
In terms of the wavelengthX0= C/fo, theseequivalentdelaysare a,
= c'• d{cos0+nXod'•).At leastoneofthesedelayswill have

Shamans show that the maximum-likelihood estimator

cd'• a, fall in the domainof theprincipalvalueof the in
verse cosinefunction. Thusif - 1< cos0+nX0d4 -<1,

where } is the wavenumber which maximizes the sam-

then the plane wave will appear to be on beams whose

There is no aliasingproblemas longas d</[o/2.

bearingsare Oa{n)
= arccos{cos0
+nX0d'Z). This will be
true for any linear array with a minimum between-sen-

sor spacing of dm.

For example, if d =X0 and 0 =•.0ø,

then 0a=93.õø. Aliasing can thusbe avoidedfor any 0
792
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of O is

• =arccos(cw•)
,

(4)

pie w-• spectrum,i.e., S(wo,•) = max•,]<,/•S(wo,
•).

Themeansquareerror (rose)of • is (approximately)
3

mse(•)2MWa
9(•r
sin0)
a
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FIG.

1.

Peak of sample c0-• spectrum

at projected wavenumber corresponding
to source bearing.
I
I

it
(do

///I/I

l/1

numberof wavelengths,i.e., W= L/X o, where L is the

of a Gaussiannoise field at any two points (w•, g•) and
{co•.,
g•.)are asymptotically independentas M- % provided that the true co-gnoise spectrumis continuous.7
In other words, P{cox,
K•) andP{w•.,g•.)are asymptotically

length of the array.

independent as M-- ooif co•• w•., or • • •..

for 040 or •r, wherep=NIAI •'/S•(wo)is the energy
signal-to-noise ratio in the 1/T-Hz bandcentered at co
0,
and W is the aperture of the array as measured by the

When the signal has broadband energy, the frequency-

wavenumber
spectrumis computed
for each1/T-Hz

If the narrowbandS/N ratio p(wz) is of the order of
M 'x, then the noisein the sample co-gspectrumob-

sub-band in the band. To be explicit, suppose that

scuresthepeakat co--co,,K= 2•X'x(w,)cos0dueto the
coherentsignal. Consequently
the estimator$ givesa

p(t,x)= A(co)exp
w -c--•)cosdco+½(t,x)
, (6)

poor estimateof 0 whenmanyof the narrowbandS/N
ratios are O(M'•).

where the phasevelocity c(w) is expressedas a function
of frequency in order to allow for the possibility of dispersion. When the propagation is significantly dispersive, beamforming wastes signal energy and gives poor
results.

The frequency-wavenumber

approach can

easily handledispersionprovidedthat c{w) is a known
function.

The w-K spectrumS{w,K)is computedfor the B

There is another way to utilize the sample co-g
Fourier

coefficients

in order

to obtain

a more

accurate

estimateof 0 when9(co)is O(M4) for some• 's. For
eachl = 1, ..., B andwavenumberg•= 2•X'x(w•),define
the function

P,(y) =P(co,,g,y)

- MN• • p(tt,
x=)exp[i(g,
yx.- co,
tt)],

- co,)T/2•narrowbandsof bandwidth
T

,n=0

Let wz denotethe centerfrequencyof the/th sub-band
{l = 1, ..., B). Whenp(wz)is constantin the band,
Clay, Hinich, andShaman
ø showthat the maximumlike-

lihood
estimator
{role)of0 is • =B'• [Zf:•
where${w•)is the estimatorgivenby expression
{4) for
w0=w•,X{w,)--2•c{wz)w;
• is thewavelength
of the
component,
and•=B[Z•__•
X4(w•)]
'•. In general,the mle
of 0 is

(9)

$=0

where the rangeof y is -X(co,)/2d<y < X(co,)/2d. Assumethat d< X(co,/2.s The functionP,(y), whichis the
time-space Fourier transform rescaled in units of
cosO, will have a peak at y = cos9 for each l as long as

M '• <<p(co,).The averagerescaledFourier transform

P(y):B'x • p,(y)

(10)

has a pronounced peak at y =cosO when B is large even

ff p(co•)is smallfor manyjo

•=1

wherew:B[•r,,pZ/•'(coL)X"(coz)]".
Theapproximate
mean square error of 0 is

mse•• 3w•'/2ML•'B(rrsin0)•' ß

(8)

These results hold even when the noise field is par-

tially coherent since the sample co-g amplitude values

The fact that P(y) has a peak at cosOsuggests the
following alternative estimator of 0 when there is no

aliasing. Define•--arccosywhere• is thevaluewhich
maximizes I•(y) l •' in the range - 1 -<y-<1. Whenp is
constant in the band, it is shown in the Appendix that
the approximate mean square error of 0 for an equally
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For large N, the u• are independent zero-mean random

errors with varianceEl u• I•'= (MN)'• •.
<<Xt(2•r
riM)'• for eachl,

cose
- X(•,•)

When[y- cos0[

P(y)
--A11--exp[i[(y
-cosO)
riM]
exp[iZ(y
- cos0)
d]+-u,

cose

(A2)

wherethe error •'=B'•__tu, hasvariance(MNB)'• •,
andZ= 2• '•. Note that whenthere is no dispersionand
thusc is a constant,•'=•/c, where •=B'•.•co t. It

-k(oa.t)

0

k (oa•)

2d

FIG. 2.

3k (oa.•)

2d

y

2d

then follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3 of Hinich
and Shaman that for large M,

Periodicity of the rescaled w-• spectrum.

- cos0F

(A3)

wherep =NIA[ •'•'.
spaced array is the same as that for the maximum likelihood

estimator.

Usingthe Taylor series approxi-

mationof •-arccosy abouty-cosO, it followsfrom
(A3) that
3x •-

II.

BEARING

ESTIMATION

UNDER

mse(•)
=2M
3d•.Bp(rr
sin0)
•''

ALIASING

This is the same approximationas (8) whenp(wt) =p for

Suppose that for some frequency w* in the band

(w=,Wb),X(W*)<2•. Aliasing is thenpossiblefor all
frequenciesw >- •*. For example, if X(w,)/2•< cos0
< 3•(w,)/2• for a •, >-•*, thenthe peakof P,(y) corresponding
to the wavenumberK,= 2•k't(w•)will be at
y = cos0- X(wt)/d. (SeeFig. 2o)
The aliasing problem can be corrected.

In the spirit

of the beamforming bearing search, let 00 denote a test
value for 0. Let n• denote the integer such that

(2n•
- 1)•(%)
<cos00<
(2n,
+1)X(co,)

(A4)

(11)

each l, since L =Md.

The rescaledspectrumI P(y)l •' has a peak at y =cos0
of [A[ •' againsta background
of order (MNE)'• •. Thus
when B is large,

the signal is detected using P even if

p•M '•.
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with the convention that n• =0 if there is no aliasing at
cot for 00. Then compute the corrected average scaled
Fourier

-

transform

e (c

1M. J. Levin, "Least-Squares
Array Procesmngfor Signalsof
•(co•))
(12)2A
'
twoelementarray is the simplestlinear array. Whenthe

po(cos00
) =B-t•1=1p, os00_
nsd

UnknownForm," Radio Electron Eng. 29, 213-222 (1965).

This computation can also be accomplished by first

sensors lie on a straight line, it is impossible to identify

computing the co-K transform at cot and • =• cos00

from

-n•2•r/d, andthen scalingthe • axis as previously
shown.The statisticPo(cos00)
is calculatedfor each00on

the array axis is • or -•,

a grid of bearings whose fineness is predetermined.
For most array geometries, this more complicated cal-

culation needs to be done only for small values of 00
since aliasing is generally a problem only for source
bearings near endfire.

The estimate of 0 is the particular

bearing for which

[Po[•' is a maximum. Recall that if there is noplane
wavesignal, the co-• spectrumandthus IP•[ •', will be
of the order of (MN)'•S,.

the direction

i.e.,

of the wave

relative

there is a "left-right"

to

am-

biguity in the model. This ambiguitydanbe resolvedusinga
two-dimensional (planar) array.

See Ref. 6.
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APPENDIX

Let A(w•)=A andSe(W•)=• in theband. If xm=md,

?D.Brillinger, TimeSeries,DataAnalysisandTheory(Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1975).

then from (6) and (9)

P,(y)
=A11-exp[i•(y-cosO)d]
- exp[iK,(y
- cosO)dM]
+u•.

the data whether

SThe
smallest
wavelength
in thebandis X(w•).Aslongasd

(A1)

<X(w•)/2, there is no aliasingand I cosOl<X(wt)/2dfor all
/=1 .....

B.
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